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Event takes place October 2 on Boerne’s Main Plaza
451 N. Main St.

The Boerne Book & Arts Fest takes place Saturday, Oc-

Boerne, TX 78006

tober 2, on Boerne’s beautiful Hill Country Mile. This
year’s festival offers a little something for everyone, but
most especially for Texas history lovers.

830-249-3053
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Author panels include topics ranging from the wildfire
that destroyed John Erickson’s ranch (the setting for his
popular series “Hank the Cowdog”) and a panel discussion on the Heroines of World War II to a focus on Texas ranches and Texas Rangers and the origins of the Old
Spanish Trail.
A poetry reading begins the afternoon sessions with
renowned local poets featuring readings from the library’s newest published book,
“easing the edges: a collection of everyday miracles.” Families and children will
have fun with arts, crafts, and a special ballet from Terpischore based on a children’s book about the life of painter Edgar Degas. Our featured children’s event is
Diana López, author of two recent children’s books celebrating the life of popular
Tejano star Selena.
“After last year’s online event, we are excited to bring this event back in-person to
Main Plaza with quality authors and programs,” said Kelly Skovbjerg, Director of the
Patrick Heath Public Library. “This is our library’s signature celebratory event, and
we love the opportunity to bring great writers and events to the community in this
way. Please join us that day.”
Sponsors include Frost Bank, Kay & Bryden Moon, HEB, the Friends of the Boerne
Public Library, Bandera Electric Cooperative, The Deckle Edge and The Kendall. For
information on sponsorship, contact Robin Stauber or Caren Creech, 830-249-3053.
For detailed information, additional sponsor announcements, and more, follow the
Boerne Book & Arts Fest on Facebook, @boernebookfestival. Festival and author
information is also available at www.boernebookfest.com

Fall 2021 — September October November

Texas History is Focus of 2021
Boerne Book & Arts Festival
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Magical History Tours Return! *
Saturday, September 25 — A GSKC Annual Event!

Saturday, October 2 —
Boerne Book & Arts Festival!
(See Page 1!)

Comfort Heritage Foundation Announces
Comfort’s 2021 Home Tour
October 9th (11 AM to 4 PM)
The Comfort Heritage Foundation (CHF) is pleased to announce its biennial Tour of Homes on Saturday, October 9,
2021, from 11:00 to 4:00pm. Ticket vouchers can be purchased in advance at the Comfort Chamber of Commerce,
the Comfort Public Library, or the Comfort Heritage Foundation. This year’s ticket price of $25 admits you to five historic homes and one historic architecture home. With the exception of one rural site a short jaunt away, all showcased treasures are in or near the Comfort proper, making for an easy trip and a fabulous journey. To begin your
memorable tour, please plan to pick up your map and home booklet
at the CHF (Historic Bank Building @ 640 High Street) on Sat., Oct. 9,
2021. The Foundation and tour organizers look forward to seeing you
there. For more information, contact:
Comfort Chamber
Hwy. 27
830-995-3131
info@comfort-texas.com
Tues.-Sat. 10am to 3pm

Comfort Heritage Foundation
640 High Street
830-995-2641
comfortheritagefoundation@gmail.com
Tues. 9am to noon & Sat. 10am to 3pm

* As we continue to navigate these weird times, please always verify events are still taking place as planned.
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Magical History Tours, continued
Popular GSKC Cemetery Tour Returns
Gone But Not Forgotten Scheduled for October 23
Join the Genealogy Society of Kendall County, along with the library and the parks
and recreation department, on a historic narrative tour of the Boerne Cemetery,
Satuday , October 23, beginning at 10 a.m. This living history tour honors the
memories of the founders and families that pioneered the settlement of our community, including the county namesakes, sheriffs and a family tragedy. Please contact GSKC at (830) 331-8730 with questions or if you can assist that day. This
event is free and open to the public. See page 4 for more information on Heinrich
Bickel and his family, which will be featured on this tour.

Texas Historical Commission (THC) Marker Unveiling
“Pinta Trail Crossing of the Guadalupe River”
October 30th @ 10:00
The Texas Historical Commission (THC) marker for the “Pinta Trail Crossing of the Guadalupe River” will be unveiled
by the Kendall County Historical Commission (KCHC) on October 30th.
The Pinta Trail was a Native-American pathway with no known date of
origin. Its crossing of the Guadalupe River, a rare “X marks the spot” in
the wilderness, was captured on paper when John Coffee Hays surveyed
this raw north bank land in 1839; he traced, illustrated and labeled both
“Paint Road” and “Guadaloupe River” (sic) on a hand-drawn Republic of
Texas survey map (right). The 1280-acre north-bank parcel, located in
today’s Sisterdale region, was surveyed for the Galveston Sheriff, William F. Wilson.
At the unveiling, KCHC will highlight the remarkable and extensive heritage of this Guadalupe River property at the trail’s crossing. Early eyewitnesses’ accounts of the trail will be shared. The lost story of a major
Republic of Texas survey team tasked with charting the western boundary of Bastrop County will be detailed. We’ll spotlight the early German
immigrants who occupied a portion of the 1280 acre plot; among the
earliest documented Kendall County settlers, the list includes our first
pioneer, Nicolas Zink. And we’ll also share the back story of how that
Galveston Sheriff happened to obtain land so far from his coastal home.

1839 Hand Drawn Map by John Coffee Hays
Anglicized Camino Pinta to “Paint Road”
Crossing through Guadalupe on Abstract 524

The THC marker dedication will take place on the east side of 1376 less than one mile north of the Guadalupe River.
All are welcome. We’ll start the program @ 10:00 sharp. Any questions please call or e-mail Bryden Moon, (830) 336
-3375 bemoonjr@aol.com .
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Heinrich “Henry” Bickel
By Kathryn Adam Hurst
In August 1868, tragedy struck Henry Bickel's family.

Unknown assailants came to
their farm during the night and murdered Henry's father, John, sister Catherine,
hired man Henry Spangenberg, and a young child. Henry, aged twelve, heard the
commotion and slipped out of the house. He ran to the Phillip Zoeller farm for help.
His sister Martha was not at home.
Heinrich was eleven months old when his family immigrated to Texas in 1855. They
sailed on the ship Hermann and landed in New Orleans. On the ship passenger list,
his father states his family is from Hesse [Germany], and he was a shepherd.
Paul Vogt, who knew the Bickel family, expressed in Texas Indian Fighters that after
his family's tragic death, "Henry's lungs were affected, from which he never entirely
recovered… [he] speaks with a wheezing noise." The family farm was located about
five miles east of Boerne, and Philip Zoeller was named Henry's guardian and executor to the estate. At the time of John Bickel's death, he owned 160 acres; 20 acres were cultivated, with a "good cedar
fence," two double log houses, cattle, an ox wagon, $73.35 in cash and he owed creditors $145.37. Henry operated the
farm for a time. The winter of 1872-1873 was frigid, and many of the cattle died.
Henry never married and it appears he never lived in a
place of his own. He owned two lots in the Irons and Graham subdivision, but no documentation was found that he
lived there. Henry worked in a variety of jobs in and
around Boerne. In 1870 at age 16, he lived with the Adolph
Zoeller family, where he worked as a laborer. In 1880, Henry lived with the Anna Gombert family and worked as a
farmer. He was listed as a farm laborer in 1910 when he was living with the August Langbein family. Henry served as a
deputy sheriff with Sheriff John Reinhard and as the Inspector of Hides and Animals for Kendall County in 1882. On his
death certificate, his occupation was caretaker.
Henry Bickel died on August 12, 1917. At the time of
his death, the value of his estate was $643.00. He
owned no real estate. Joe Dienger and Joe Saunders
were executors. He bequeathed all his property to
his sister Martha Bickel Hand in Hackberry, Mohawk
County, Arizona. Martha died on January 20, 1940,
at age 87. She was the mother of six children, the
youngest named Henry. He was buried in the Boerne
Cemetery with his family.
Note: The only known photograph of (above) Henry
was taken in 1891 with the Boerne Shooting Club.
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Woodmen of the World and Woodmen Circle
By Kathryn Adam Hurst
If you have spent any time walking through a cemetery, you most likely have noticed tombstones that look like a tree
stump or a stack of logs. Woodmen of the World, a fraternal benefit society, provided these unusual tombstones for
their members between the 1890s to the 1920s. They believed no grave should go unmarked. You can find these
stones in cemeteries across the United States, Canada, and right here in the Boerne Cemetery.
In 1883, Joseph Cullen Root from Lyons, Iowa,
developed an idea to create a fraternal benefit
society. As the story goes, the idea came to him
during a church sermon. The pastor talked about
"pioneer woodsmen clearing away the forest to
provide for their families." He felt a strong desire
to "clear away problems of financial insecurity"
and "to minister to the afflicted to relieve distress; to cast a sheltering arm about the defenseless living" and, in doing so, to help others. He
found investors and the society took shape. They
named the organization Modern Woodman of
America (MWOA).
In 1890 Root found himself in the Paxton Hotel in
Omaha, Nebraska. Due to a disagreement within MWOA, the organization asked
him to leave. This setback did not stop him from pursuing his dream. He enlisted
the help of F. A. Falkenburg and they set up a meeting with seven other men, and
together, they organized Woodman of the World (WOW). The organizers quickly
set up membership guidelines and a hierarchy of the organization naming each
branch. Men between 18 - 45 could join except if their occupation was a train
brakeman, gunpowder factory employee, bartender, or professional baseball player. The National organization in Omaha was called the Sovereign Camp, States jurisdictions, and local groups - camps or groves. They held national, regional, and district conventions for their members.
Woodman of the World prospered. They built a nineteen-story building for their headquarters in Omaha, Nebraska,
in 1912. It was the tallest building between Chicago and the West Coast. In 1923, they started a radio station with
call letters WOAW. The signal was so strong it reached ships in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. In 1926 WOAW was
changed to WOW. In 1949 they established WOW-TV in Omaha, Nebraska. An up-and-coming star, Johnny Carson,
hosted the Squirrel's Nest, where he told jokes and performed skits. In 2015 Woodman of the World changed the
company name to WoodmenLife.
The organization worked to help its members. In 1891 the first death benefit was paid to the mother of a 19-yearold son who drowned in Niles, Michigan. When a hurricane decimated Galveston in 1900, local camps pooled their
funds and sent $13,000.00 for relief efforts. Today that $13,000 would equal $422,504.64. In 1934 they sponsored
legislation to establish Federal Credit Unions. They donated over $160,000 in food, clothing, and medical supplies for
members during the Depression of the 1930s. Today that $166,000 would equal $3,381,977.46. They continue to
help their members.

(Continued on Page 6)
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Woodmen, cont.
At the 1893 National Convention, the women's auxiliary presented the Woodmen Circle for females as a branch of
the Woodmen of the World. Before this time, a woman's family could not receive death benefits. The convention
agreed to establish a Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle. The agreement was WOW was not responsible for the payment of bills or beneficiary obligations. Members would consist of female relations or dependents of WOW members. The women chose the colors white, red, and black.
Wives and female dependents of the Boerne Woodmen of the World organized the Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle
Fern Grove No. 1400 in May 1913. On September 19, 1913, Emma B. Manchester, Supreme Guardian, and Dora Alexander, Supreme Clerk in Omaha, Nebraska, approved Fern Grove No. 1400. Addie Potter Voges, a member for over
twenty-seven years, reported the officers for the first year were Margaretha Schwarz, Guardian; Charlotte Adam, Adviser; Mamie Davis, Clerk; Erna Lamm, Banker; Mattie Reeve, Attendant; Carrie Harkreader, Chaplain; Wilhemina
Reinhard, Inner Sentinel; Dela Waterman, Outer Sentinel, Alma Pfeiffer, Ottilie Vogt, and Lena Norris, Managers.

This undated photograph of Fern Grove No. 1400 is from the Dietert Historical Archives at the
Patrick Heath Public Library. Front Row, left to right – Edith Norris (Dennis), Margaret Kaiser
Schwarz, Mrs. Clara Toepperwein, Bertha Bourgeois. Back row left to right ?, ?, Alma Schrader,
Mrs. Joe Dienger, Agnes Meckel (Rudolph), ?, Julia Pfeiffer, Dennis Norris, ?.

Addie Voges regularly reported about Fern Grove in The Boerne Star. Meetings were held on the first Monday of
each month at 3:00 pm. They attended conventions in San Antonio and Galveston. Fern Grove also sent funds to the
Woodmen's Circle Home in Sherman, Texas, a home for orphans and widowed women. She shared information
about the national organization. In 1952, she wrote the women's Woodmen Circle has provided "62 years of fraternal service and paid out sixty-five million dollars in benefits."

(Continued on Page 7)
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Woodmen, cont.
Since 1890 Woodmen of the World and 1893 the women's Woodman Circles provided financial help and social functions. They gathered their members together to help others, just as their founder Joseph Cullen Root envisioned for
the organization. In 1965 all women's Woodmen Circles were absorbed by Woodmen of the World.
Adeline “Addie” Voges died in 1954.
She was married to Louis Voges, who
died in 1918 of appendicitis. She was
the daughter of Andrew Milton Potter
and Melvina Cravey and the granddaughter of Rev. Andrew Jackson
Potter and Emmelia Guinn. The symbol
of the Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle is on her tombstone (left). She is
buried in the Boerne Cemetery.

Near the top of Louis Voges' stone, there are two sawed-off branches.
This symbolizes a life cut short (right). There are several tree stump examples in the Boerne Cemetery. The majority were erected in the mid
to late 1910s. One Woodman of the World tombstone erected in 1908
for George Zoeller (below) is different from the rest.

George Zoeller was a Sheriff of
Kendall County from 1897 - 1908.

Back of Tombstone
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Only In Comfort
And it All Started with Der Bettelsack
By Anne Stewart
When was Comfort, Texas not Comfort?

When
it was Camp Comfort, established September
3rd, 1854 by Ernst H. Algelt. When it was Camp
Comfort, a shingle-making camp clinging to the
banks of the Guadalupe River and the Cypress
Creek. When it was Camp Comfort and there
was nothing familiar in the wilderness of German
West Texas to the immigrants fresh off the ships
from Eastern Europe. When it was Camp Comfort and these young men, the idealists, the freethinkers, book binders, bee keepers, intellectuals, former inn keepers and university students,
came in search of freedom from government
dictates and religious mandates. When it was
Camp Comfort and young men who had never
cut down a tree or built a rock fence or scrabbled together a place to live, minus windows and
doorways, began accomplishing great things.
When it was Camp Comfort and they were on
the wide open frontier, far away from the cobbled streets, city lights…no university classes, no
restaurants or drinking establishments or concerts and operas or elaborate social gatherings.
After several weeks of living in Camp Comfort
and a long summer evening of much drink, debate and discussion, the town's population decided they would drop the term "camp" and
christen their village, Comfort. Why? Because
"tongue-in-cheek, there was none, comfort that
is. In 1854 it was Comfort in name only.
Hot on the heels of the new town name, came
1854 – 1855 Comfort Map
"Der Bettelsack,” the beggar's bag, the scrounger's sack, the poor man's pouch. Now that it was
by Anne Stewart
settled where they would live and what the real
name of their town was supposed to be, their next project would be to add a little culture to the mix. If you were no
longer living in a "camp", then your environment should reflect this more cultured approach to life in German West
Texas. They would put out a newspaper for all to read. A German language newspaper, hand written by the people,
for the people, and of the people. They themselves were the people.

(Continued on Page 9)
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Only in Comfort, cont.
Every resident in Comfort was welcome and eligible to contribute his piece to Comfort's Bettelsack.

The paper consisted of essays, opinion pieces, editorials, poetry, and news from the local post office, plays, and sports. Everything was "fair game." No subject was off limits. Censorship was not even on the table. Professor Lohmann,
writing Comfort's 50th anniversary history, extolled the entertainments and amusements to be found in this
tattered cotton bag circulating through the citizenry. Lohmann went on: "the ideas of freedom, equality and pride
were in everybody's hearts."
It was in this shingle camp the Comfort philosophy of equality first appeared: anyone who wants to participate is
welcome. “ If you have something to say, put it in this hand written document" passing one to another, shack to
hut to cabin to tent to wagon to the "correction shack." This particular residence on Main Street, housing a selfdeclared medical professional, one "Dr." Mehlis and his housemate, was the center of all the literary activity. Jubilant is just barely the word for historians and academics seeking to make a name for themselves. You see. Comfort
was not perfect. It was not a haven from the evils of the world. No, here was proof positive that Comfort had need
of a jail from almost its very inception. Correction shack. Law and order. Consequences and justice. Happily for
Comfort natives and newcomers the correction shack was not connected to any authority. No one here could tell
you what to do, how to do it or when. Instead, these two men were editors who did not correct punctuation or
grammar or change a writer's favorite phrase or set an arbitrary set of standards. No, they made themselves invaluable by finding room for everyone's opinion in the paper, making
certain everyone's work was accessible, scrounging for paper and
writing utensils to insure everyone was in print who wished to be.
There was even, according to family stories and local folklore, a series in Der Bettelsack running for almost the two full years of the paper's existence, entitled "The Snob." Ernst Altgelt was the scapegoat
of choice. He was the one who had the bright idea to start this
place. He spent good money advertising this new settlement and
himself in German West Texas. He bought space in the Neu Braunfels Zeitung, the New Braunfels News, bragging, “I have established a
new town. Come and make something of it." Later he bragged
again. "There are already eight houses built in Comfort." Oh, yes,
like he built them himself. Oh, please. Enough.
Well, it was the people who really built the town and established the
shingle camp and stores and traditions and shooting club and singing
society. They deserved the credit. And there was no doubt who deserved the blame. Comfort had no government, no churches, no
military, no monarchy, no official or entity to take responsibility. The
people did it all. That left twenty two year old Ernst Altgelt.
Ernst Altgelt bought an eight-pound cannon to protect "his" town
from raiders, thieves, bad guys, trouble makers and undesirables.
Ernest Altgelt

(Continued on Page 10)
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Comfort, cont.
Everyone had heard the horrific stories of Indian raiders
and Mexican bandits. Altgelt built a small general store
across 7th Street from the Goldbecks' house, store and
post office. Here people could buy ammunition and candles, cooking pots and whiskey, nails and lanterns. The
cannon was stored in back and Fritz Holekamp, Ernst's
good friend, was appointed as keeper of the cannon. There
was only one regulation governing use of said cannon. It
was to be fired only in an emergency situation to alert the
population to get their guns and axes and knives and come
protect their homes and possessions. Everyone knew the
rule.
All went well for almost a year. Indians making their way to
Eight Pound Cannon
and from Mexico where they took horses, mules, women,
children and what have you did not linger near Comfort.
Bandits and
trouble makers, breathing fire and waving their pistols, harassing the
townsfolk, failed to cross either the Mississippi River or the Rio
Grande. Comfort hummed along: huge cypress trees were cut down
and whittled into shingles and stored in readiness to transport to sell
in New Braunfels and San Antonio. The sound of dances, singing sessions, bonfires, and parties filled the night air.
And then the Goldbeck brothers ordered beer from the Menger Hotel
in San Antonio to be delivered to Comfort for July 4, 1855. It came,
but it came three days early. What to do? Theodore decided to send
his younger brother, Fritz the poet, to ask Fritz Holekamp for help.
The sound of the cannon brought the men from their work, carrying
axes, knives and guns. What happened? What was the emergency?
The answer was simple, as was the solution. The men of Comfort had
Antique Beer Keg
to step up and come to the rescue of the mercantile store. The beer
must be consumed in a prompt and appropriate fashion. This would
save the day. Keep the Goldbecks solvent and the catastrophe would be averted. Everyone volunteered to do the
right thing and a good time was had by all. And it made a great story for Der Bettelsack.
Descendants of early settlers and first families have stories of a relative who wrote for the newspaper and the
town's entertainment. Yes, they had a copy of Der Bettelsack. Oma, grandmother, gave them one for their birthday
or anniversary or school event. It was in the old trunk in the attic or in the cellar or in the bookcase. No, they had not
put it in storage in the barn. The sad fact of the matter is no copy of this handwritten, German language newspaper,
Comfort in 1854 - 1855, has been found. We would all like to read the unvarnished truth of long ago. With love of
Comfort history to all, Anne Stewart.

Sources: A Hundred Years of Comfort in Texas by Guido E. Ransleben, 1954. Comfort: 1904 by Professor F.H.
Lohmann, 1904. The Lands of Texas Volume III, Kendall County, compiled by Delray E. Fischer, 2010. Ernst Altgelt, the
Founder of Comfort, Texas by Anne and Mike Stewart, 2012, revised and updated 2016.
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Toponymy: What’s in a Name, Part II
By Mike Howle
Why is Wisconsin named Wisconsin? Why is Texas named Texas?

A process called Toponymy and a geographical
place name being a Toponym are front and center to the generation of place names. The word Toponymy comes
from the Greek “topos” for place and “onoma" for name. There are certainly many directions one could take on the
subject; in the last edition the focus was on early Kendall County communities. This time round I will highlight a Kendall County community lost to time and share my perspective and experience on the naming of geographic places.

Some names that have appeared on maps, (since the invention of maps) have been removed. Empires have risen and
fallen by what names have been placed on a map. And on a local level, old maps have documented the rise and fall of
several early hamlets in Kendall County. As discussed last edition, there are two main categories of toponyms – habitation names and feature names. Habitation names may refer to a homestead, village, town, or city, and usually are
created at the time the locality is established. Feature names are often based on geographic identifiers. Examples include water, relief, vegetation, nature, or even aspects of its physical geology, and the back story on the early eastern
Kendall County Guadalupe Post Office certainly checks off all the boxes.
Charles Wenzel launched the Guadalupe Post
Office in 1875. Of all the settlements that shared
this major 230-mile waterway Wenzel was cleverly the first to snag the name for his very isolated and rural PO; this was the first PO in southeast Kendall County, preceding the Bergheim
Post Office by 26 years. The Guadalupe PO was
in Wenzel’s home, which was sited in today’s
WaterStone subdivision. After buying up a large
number of parcels in northwest Kendall County,
Wenzel sold his 320-acre spread to Heinrich Koch
in 1880, and Koch inherited the “Guadalupe Postmaster” mantle with his purchase.

Guadalupe P.O. in Southeast Kendall County
South of the Guadalupe River
Detail from Old Postal Map

U.S. Post Office – Registration of Guadalupe P. O. in 1875
After 5 Years Postmasters Changed from Wenzel to Koch in 1880

This arrangement continued for 3 years, until Koch handed off the entire operation in 1883 to Prussian-born Caspar
Sueltenfuss, who promptly relocated the post office a few miles to the west to his property in present day Cordillera
Ranch.

(Continued on Page 12)
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Toponymy, cont.
Seven years later Sueltenfuss changed the name of the Guadalupe Post
Office to “Schiller” in 1890. Lore has it that the “Guadalupe County” mail
was getting mixed up with the “Guadalupe” post office mail. And while
Schiller defined the region for several decades and made it on to various
maps, Guadalupe never did. Sueltenfuss’ choice of Schiller is an interesting selection, as Friedrich Schiller, who died May 9, 1805, at the age of
46, was a leading German dramatist, poet, playwright and literary theorist, best remembered for his dramas.
For about six years, the Schiller post office overlapped with a “new” satellite post office in Bergheim that opened in 1901. By January of 1907 the
Schiller post office was no more, ultimately transferring its operations to
Bergheim.

Early 1900s
Southeastern Kendall County Map

1897 Letter Postmarked “Schiller”

What’s in a name? I have worked as a cartographer for many years and can tell you, what you name something
matters. Who names the roads? Streets and roads are the most fluid of geographic place names. These names are
added to the map rapidly and continually. The County 911 coordinator is responsible for maintaining the street data.
This includes approving street names and processing the information to the digital map. The “digital map” is used by
emergency services as well as all County offices. What the digital map does NOT include is Google Maps or any of the
many other online mapping applications.
Developers usually submit a list of possible road names for a new development. But occasionally a road may need to
be named for 911 purposes. Once, someone wanted to name their road “Psyco Path.” Who knows? This may have
been appropriate. Yet what happens when the current owner sells the land and moves away? Is the new owner and
the region’s map stuck with that name forever? It’s not necessarily good practice to endow a road/place name for
someone living; the future of a person is yet to be written.
Many early roads in the county are named after local people.

(Continued on Page 13)
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Toponymy, cont.
Two deserving individuals, Wilhelm Friedrich and Gustav Theisen, both with ties to early Boerne, are honored with
street names. Yet research yields (their signatures on petitions) that the names of Wilhelm Friedrich, who made the
land purchase for the pre-Boerne settlement in 1850, and Gustav Theisen, who along with John James, carved out
and marketed the Boerne plot, are misspelled. Apparently, Friedrich got his name Anglicized, and thus the creek
and street are spelled “Frederick.” And Theisen garnered another “s” so that his street sign is spelled, “Theissen.”

Bryden Moon researched and contributed historical references and images.
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A Square Peg in a Square Hole
Dr. Ernst Kapp Selects a Remote Patch of Land in the Hill Country
By Bryden Moon
With an outsized education and above average financials, German Immigrant Dr. Ernst Kapp arrived into Texas with his family in late December,
1849. From his passage to New Braunfels from coastal Indianola, to his
search for the perfect parcel of land to begin a new life with his family in Texas, rarely has any immigrant’s early entry into the German Texas Hill Country
been as well-documented as Dr. Kapp’s was. Translated letters and deed records reveal many of the Kapp family’s first steps in Texas; these primary documents recorded his family along with the two young men who accompanied
them, the size and asking price of his desired land selection, the status of his
land negotiations, and his interim plans for his first year in the Hill Country.
On January 13, 1850, Dr. Kapp’s wife, Ida Kapp, pens a letter to her relatives
back in Germany from the Kapp family’s temporary home in Comalstadt Texas. Comalstadt? Ida tells us that on January 2nd the Kapp contingent made
their last campsite on their inland journey from Indianola. With only 5 miles
left to reach New Braunfels the next day, “When we finally arrived at Braunfels, I felt quite wretched; it was a hot day and the appearance of us after
nine days of camping on the road is hard to describe.”

Dr. Ernst Kapp

Yet their inland journey was not over, “Not one (facility) was to be found in
Braunfels with more than one room and all of these it had rained through.
We were recommended a residence in Comaltown (Comalstadt), a fifteen
minute drive from Braunfels, and this we decided to take.”

Dr. Kapp uses Comalstadt as a base in search
of land for his new home in the region. Ida,
who had not finished her January 13th letter,
picked up her pen again, dates the page January 25th, and details a potential land purchase that her husband is exploring, “It was
then that we heard of a farm, fifty-eight
miles distant from here… is of fifty acres of
which thirty are under fence and the price
is said to be eight hundred dollars.” A little
later she adds that there are deed complications, “After nine days Ernst finally returned, highly delighted over the region
and pleased over the farm. However there
was one fault in the title and of that one
has to be very careful in this country, otherwise he would have closed the deal right
away.”

Inset from 1849 Karte des Staates Texas
German Map Details New Braunfels & Comalstadt

(Continued on Page 15)
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Dr. Kapp, cont.
So there is a hitch in the paperwork and with the need for further concessions, Dr. Kapp is wisely negotiating as Ida
explains, “He wants to buy with the agreement that Holekamp this year cultivates the farm for half the crop and
instructs our men in farming methods. Our men can thus devote their time to building a house and grow a garden.
By the time we got up there it will be rather late for many things, particularly for potatoes.”
Further in Mrs. Kapp’s letter, “Pastor Ervendberg of Harford is pastor, notary, farmer, and takes care of immigrant
orphans in his home (in New Braunfels). As a notary, Ernst needed him up there and it took until yesterday to finally persuade him to ride along. They expect to return by Sunday January 27th.” Although she has not seen the land
herself, if the purchase is executed, Ida Kapp is well aware of the remote wilderness that waits, “There we will be
much closer to the Indians and civilization has as yet touched (only) lightly that corner of the country… Fredericksburgh lies about twenty, and from San Antonio about fifty miles… There are three or four farms in the vicinity of
two or three miles and then for miles none.”
So did everything work out? In a January 31,
1850, note to his brother-in-law, Ernst Kapp
wrote,
“The map by H. Willke of the surveying of
the land grant and of the New Braunfels
region, to be had at Froebel’s bookstore in
Rudolstadt, costs but a few Groschen and
will give you the most accurate idea of our
dwelling place as our farm is situated on it.
Holekamp bought from Zink. For that reason his farm (now ours) is now shown on
the Willke chart.” (See map right).
Remarkably, out of thousands of acres of
vacant Hill Country land, Dr. and Mrs. Kapp’s
own words, coupled with Hermann Willke’s
Verein map, enable us to pinpoint the exact
site of the Kapp’s new home. On the archived Kendall County deed documents dated January 26, 1850, all the key players in
addition to Ernst Kapp are captured …the
“pastor” is Reverend Louis C. Ervendberg,
whose official position on the deed is Chief
Justice of Comal County (Kendall County was
Portion of Hermann Willke Map for Verein
not established until 1862). Holekamp is
With New Braunfels, Comalstadt, & Holekamp’s Property
George Frederick Holekamp; he and his wife
Betty sign the deed. While number of acres
is upgraded to 55 acres and the sales price reduced down $50 to $750, the deed did not detail any sidebar agreements/conditions for accepting or closing the deal.
And the 1850 U. S. Census taken on September 11th officially documented the Kapp family’s presence on land in the
“the Mountains” region of Comal County. Since the hamlet was one year away from having a post office,
“Sisterdale” was not yet on the maps.
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150th Anniversary of a United Germany
The Fusion of Prussia and the Germanic States in 1871

By Bryden Moon
When researching our region’s early German immigrant settlers’ and community founders’ roots, we are introduced
to a diverse universe of place names. A sampling of our region’s well known settlers and founders details their origins: the Adelsverein’s second Commissioner General and 1846 Fredericksburg founder, John O. Meusebach was
from Hessen-Nassau; Kendall County’s first pioneer (1847), Nicolaus Zink arrived from Bavaria; Ottmar von Behr, who
established Kendall County’s first post office, Sisterdale, in 1851 left Anhalt-Saxony; and Gustav Theisen, who partnered with John James to found Boerne in 1852, came from Prussia, as did Comfort’s 1854 founder Ernst Algelt.

United Germany 1871
German Historical Society, Washington D. C.

(Continued on Page 17)
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United Germany, cont.
Researcher, Ethel Geue said that from 1815 to 1871 Texas newcomers came from 39 discrete entities.

Surprisingly
any references to a German immigrant‘s origins used “Prussia” and the specific names of kingdoms, grand duchies,
duchies, principalities, and city-states or “German States” for those arriving before 1871 in period documents, letters
and official documents, but not Germany. Why? Prior to 1871, Germany as a country did not exist.
The unification of Germanic States and Prussia in 1871 into the German empire was decades in the making. Years
before unification, Germany had been described as a motley collection of states – which shared little more than a
common language. Customs, systems of rule and even religion varied wildly across these states, and the idea of unifying them was distant and disparaged by those in power.
Distilling the details of the region’s nearly half a century of pre-unity activity is quite complicated; over four decades
of discrete boundaries, failed conferences, varying alliances of the 37 city and state entities in central Europe interwoven with the two powerhouses of the region, Austria and Prussian, and major wars. Prussian Prime Minister, Otto
von Bismarck, selected in 1861, orchestrated the strategy and diplomacy required to complete the unification (see
Bismarck in photo below, front and center ground level, in light uniform, legs splayed).

Crowning of King William I of Prussia as the German emperor, Versailles,
France, 1871. Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
From Britannica Online, “The German Empire was founded on January 18, 1871, in the aftermath of three successful
wars by the North German state of Prussia. Within a seven-year period Denmark, the Habsburg monarchy (Austria),
and France were vanquished in short, decisive conflicts. The empire was forged not as the result of the outpouring of
nationalist feeling from the masses but through traditional cabinet diplomacy and agreement by the leaders of the
states in the North German Confederation, led by Prussia, with the hereditary rulers of Bavaria, Baden, HesseDarmstadt, and Württemberg.”
More from Britannica, “At its birth Germany occupied an area of 208,825 square miles (540,854 square km) and had
a population of more than 41 million. Approximately 67 percent lived in villages and the remainder in towns and
cities. Literacy was close to universal because of compulsory education laws dating to the 1820s and 1830s.”

(Continued on Page 18)
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United Germany, cont.
Little noticed here, in January this major historical European unification reached its 150th anniversary.

However in
1871, following the establishment of the German Empire on January 18 , the United States recognized the new German Empire by changing the accreditation of its Minister to Prussia to become Minister to the German Empire. On
April 8, 1871, U.S. Envoy George Bancroft presented the new German Emperor Wilhelm I (who was concurrently
King of Prussia) with a letter from U.S. President Ulysses S. Grant dated March 16, 1871. The letter from the President congratulated the Emperor on his assumption of the German throne and recognized him as the head-of-state
of a federal Germany.
th

The German Empire map shown at the beginning of this article sports a sort of expiration date, 1918. After Germany’s defeat in World War I, the empire ceded land to France, Denmark, Czechoslovakia and Poland, said to total 13
% of their prior European footprint. And in an ironic historical twist, in the same Hall of Mirrors at the Palace of Versailles in France where King William was crowned and the enlarged landscape of the German Empire was set in 1871
(see image prior page), forty-eight years later, on June 28, 1919, the Treaty of Versailles is signed dictating the reduction of Germany’s domain.
An excellent resource detailing the years leading up to the historic 1871 unification is this Britannica Online link:
https://www.britannica.com/place/Germany/The-age-of-Metternich-and-the-era-of-unification-1815-71

Signing the Treaty of Versailles in the Hall of Mirrors, Versailles, France, 1919
BBC - Getty Images

